On the Subject of War Theory
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Theoretical warfare stipulates the destruction of the war machine implies the implementation of war theory, i.e., war game theory is an important aspect of war planning and/or war strategy, involving logistical warfare, ground warfare, aerial warfare, naval warfare, and space warfare. Includes counter and/or retaliatory acts of conflict: cyberwarfare, organized terrorism, civil conflict, bioterrorism, civilian retaliation, supremacy, and/or violent crime.

War theory means that the ultimate strategy is the winning strategy, otherwise stalemate and/or Nash equilibrium -- no beneficial outlook.

Greetings Professor Falken:

Hello. A Strange Game. The only winning move is not to play. How about a nice game of chess?

All of wargame theory ends with an object to an endgame. When that object is achieved, and/or found, then it is neither stalemate nor defeat that defines the dominant player. Rather it’s the commanding [officers] outlook on post-historical warfare.

Whether it is General George S. Patton’s anticipation of Nazi defeat during the invasion of North French Africa; Abraham Lincoln overlooking the surrender
of the confederate’s supremacists’ southern American forces; or Ward Churchill’s modernist outlook of post Second World War, Germany.

Pacifism is an ideal and not a factual nature of war theory. Instead, war theory states that to achieve pacification is to actualize conflictual self-interests -- to the extent, that competing self-interests achieve mutual cooperation based on mutual exchange and reciprocation. Only then, will a warring nation (and/or state) achieve peace-time, i.e., amongst themselves or even foreign groups:

*Mutual pacification is the ideal outlook of the winning strategist, otherwise continual warfare is an unfortunate factuality of an atypical decision-maker.*

Whereby, extreme tactics are counter to the notion of war theory, i.e., opposing tactics lead to the escalation of warfare to the extremity of war-crime (or unforeseeable catastrophe).

Such that, extremism is seen as a fringe aftermath of the war machine; war theory has toppled not only the war machine but radical extremism -- including its political ideology.